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Sir Knights of Oregon, 
 

Family and Friends. Liberty. Independence. 
Freedom. 

 
Each person has their own definition of these words. On July 4th 
we acknowledge and celebrate the challenges and , at times, 
formidable events that have taken place to ensure that each and 
every one of us can live without fear or oppression. To set at 
Liberty those who are oppressed. Luke 4:18 
 
Our founding fathers wrote into our Declaration of Independence 
that “ all men are endowed by their creator certain unalienable 
rights, among them Life, Liberty and pursuit of Happiness. “A story 
I like to share: When Benjamin Franklin was confronted by a 
disgruntled American that his country had failed to provide him 
with the happiness it had promised, Franklin is said to have smiled 
and calmly replied “The Constitution only gives people the right to 
pursue happiness. You have to catch it yourself.” 
 
We have heard and read from many the phrase “Freedom is not 
free, someone has paid the price.” As we celebrate our freedoms, 
let us show our patriotism and faith in the men and women who 
put themselves in harm’s way for the love of our country. And 
remember those who have given their final measure of devotion 
for this cause. 
 
These ideals tend to present themselves in  many of my  

conversations with others, and I am thankful to share them with 
you. I hope that you also will give thought and thanks for all the 
people throughout our history who have given of themselves to 
shape a country that is like no other. 
 

Happy 4th of July! 
 

 
 
Yours in faith, 
 
REGC Henry  G. “Hank” Stockhoff 
 
 
 
 

"The history of free men is never really written by 
chance but by choice; their choice!" 
  —President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
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